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Details to Examine in
Partnership Financial
Statements
The best partners in a business, like
ingredients in a good meal, compliment
each other. They are not identical, but they
are not entirely opposite, either. Your
business partner should bring elements to
the partnership that offset your weaknesses.
Going into business with someone is a big
commitment. Taking it seriously means
carefully reflecting on what each person
contributes to the partnership.
Great partnerships are forged, for example,
when one person is effective at sales while
another individual focuses on production
and managing the finances. In addition,
certain similarities are necessary to enjoy
advantages from having a business partner.
Most crucial among these is that successful
partners communicate clearly about goals
and working toward the common
achievement of them. The indispensable
tool for evaluating a joint effort by partners
on a growth trajectory is an accurate
accounting of business results. Financial
statements must be understood together by
the partners. Among the areas to examine
are the capital contributions and draws of
each partner. In general, these should be
proportional to ownership percentages.
Partners will also compare the business
income to hours worked by each of them.
These should be in accordance with the
design when the partnership was formed.
Both partners should have assurance from
the business's financial statements that
profitability is unfolding as planned. Even
more important is identifying areas for
improvement when profits are
disappointing. This triggers a renewed
focus on either sales or cost controls.
Action is usually necessary on both fronts,
which means a coordinated effort by the
partners.

6 Tips to Get the Most Out of
Your LinkedIn Profile
Making use of all LinkedIn can provide is the ultimate test of social and networking
skills. Here are top tips to not just build a strong network but to become an all-star.
Focus on profile strength. According to LinkedIn, completing each section helps
you rank higher in search results and become 40% more likely to have potential
jobs, clients and contacts reach out to you directly.
Seek out groups similar to your industry or interests. Become a positive
addition by participating in conversations, furthering your expertise and
contributing relevant content. Create the value for people to interact with you. This
is where your reputation begins to sell itself.
Don't be afraid to connect. The perfect time to add a connection is after a positive
interaction in a group discussion or initial meeting. Steer away from "spamming”
invitations or leading with a sales pitch. A personal touch is a must!
Empower people to get in touch. Consider stating your preferred contact methods
if you are open to people contacting you with opportunities.
Reciprocal relationships. One of the fastest ways to build respect and rapport is by
helping and connecting others. Having an equal give and take in your online
interactions is imperative to building a strong social network.
Keep relevant. Keep in touch. Take two minutes per day to check in with a few
contacts. The most common mistake made is "connecting and forgetting." Send a
message, congratulate on promotions, like posted content or schedule a virtual
lunch or coffee meeting with remote connections.

Gossip!!

Navigating Change in 90
Seconds: Is It Possible?

The month of August has
been very busy for Rich Capasso and his
wife Liz. Their daughter Kelley was
married on August 1st, 2020. Kelley and
her husband Colin live in New York.

Stoic philosopher Marcus Aurelius once said, "You have power over
your mind, not outside events. Realize this and you will find strength."
Neuroanatomist Jill Bolte Taylor can attest to this. A pioneer in the
science behind creating inner calm, her research has found that when
you respond to a stressful trigger event, chemicals race through the
body that put your body on high alert.
But it only takes 90 seconds for those chemicals to flush out. Any
remaining inner strain is because of an active decision to stay in the
emotional response loop, not because you are still biologically reacting.

On August 17th, 2020,
Rich & Liz became grandparents.
Their son Charlie and his wife Kelly,
welcomed a beautiful baby girl,
Lea Elizabeth Capasso!

Why not test out the theory the next time a stressful trigger event
occurs? Observe your emotional response for roughly two minutes,
even naming the emotions as they arise.
In taking the time to identify the pain, anger, anxiety or fear you feel,
you give your body a pause during the fight-or-flight instinct. This is
similar to the meditative practice of allowing thoughts to pass and not
allowing them to derail your cool.
When it comes to navigating the demands and pressures of a workplace
environment, Bolte Taylor's 90-second trick could certainly come in
handy.
For example, if your best salesperson resigns, you may feel an
immediate hit of adrenaline in response. Instead of floundering in
disappointment, allow your body to feel it and let it pass.
Thereafter make a choice to move forward with composure and
compassion, asking yourself how you can intentionally learn from this
setback in order to move forward having gained valuable insight.
Navigating change in 90 seconds is indeed possible. Change will
happen. What's important is the story you tell yourself once it does. Be
prepared and know how to process it, and you'll see positive results in
your business.

Thank you for your referrals!
We succeed when people like you refer us to your friends, neighbors and loved ones. It’s
the best kind of feedback we can receive. Over these past 6 months we have welcomed
43 new business clients and 100 new tax clients. They became members of our firm’s
accounting and financial planning family. We’d like to welcome them and thank all the
people who have referred business to us. As you may know, marketing for new clients
costs a great deal of money, time and energy. We, like any business, need to get new
clients to stay in business. Over the years, we have found that marketing takes away
from the time we would rather be spending with you. We have learned that by
encouraging you to refer your friends and relatives to us works for all of us. We help
you, and you help us. Thank you.

Lea weighed in at 6lbs 6oz.
All are doing well!

Exciting news! You can
now pay your bill on our website!
www.cpcfinancial.com
During these trying times we hope everyone is
staying safe. It’s that time of year! Do you
need a financial checkup? A tax projection?
Please call the office for an appointment!
610-265-4122 or email Lisa at
Lisa@cpcfinancial.com. You can make a
virtual appointment, a conference call whatever
is most comfortable for you!!!

Using Accounting Details to Develop Pricing Strategy
An early decision in the development of a business is determining how to price what's being sold. The right price assures
profit. A price that's too high could cause consumer demand to evaporate. A price that's too low will leave you bankrupt
from expenses exceeding revenue
Price Accounting
Settling on an optimal price is the by-product of an accounting process rather than a guessing game. The exercise begins
with a general operating budget. Assess your productive resources. This includes time because you can only work a
limited number of hours per month. Determine how much can be produced with the given amount of time, personnel and
equipment at your disposal.
Next, identify the average monthly costs for these resources. Some expenses are fixed, such as rent, Internet service and
telephone charges. Other costs are variable, such as outside contractors and owner compensation. For these, assume
maximum cash outflow when the business is operating at full capacity.
The sum of all ongoing expenses shows how much income is needed to break even. The last step is identifying a breakeven price for your production output. If your business provides a service, for example, the price for a month-long
project must cover one month of costs. A business that makes a product determines break-even price by dividing the
number of units that can be made in a month into the monthly costs.
Price Strategy
Knowing a break-even price is only a starting point. A small business typically tests various pricing strategies. This may
entail charging a break-even price based on less than maximum output to gain a profit later when volume rises. A
common pricing strategy is simply calculating all expenses and adding some profit. Then determine a price by dividing
that figure by production output, whether that's a typical project, a product or an hourly rate.
Of course, if you sell a common commodity or branded goods, your price is largely determined by the competition. This
demand for competitive pricing means going back to your costs for assurance that profitability is viable based on market
price. On the other hand, if your business can distinguish itself from competitors, careful price planning yields profit
opportunities. This situation permits your enterprise to charge higher prices for greater quality even if it has a lower
quantity of output.
Selling multiple types of services or products can complicate pricing strategy. If you want to explore item-specific
pricing, you're tasked with determining the costs for each thing your business sells. This means knowing the direct costs
of providing each sale item plus allocating fixed costs among the various sales categories.
In most of the cases, however, a small business simply identifies an average price per product or service. Some things
may sell for a higher price than their costs while others sell for slightly less than their costs.
Nevertheless, identifying an average price for somewhat similar items or projects greatly simplifies pricing strategy
analysis.
The goal, of course, is for the average price of each thing sold multiplied by the number of sales in a period to cover
costs for the period and provide some profit.
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Quick Quiz
For an answer, email me at
Lisa@cpcfinancial.com or call 610-2654122.
Who was the cha-cha champion of Hong
Kong in 1958?

Reviving Team Confidence After Your Business Takes a Bullet
Business is a battlefield. When the unexpected gets shot your way, team confidence can take a hit that throws your entire army
into chaos. Pulling from timeless wisdom and today's best leadership practices, here's a communication playbook to keep you
and your team marching forward into battle even when the world goes sideways.
Be courageous in facing the facts. Hope and vision are integral to effective leadership. When crisis hits, this same optimism
can also lead toward a naive "optimism bias" and "playing ostrich." Dare to have the audacity, discipline and wisdom to
confront the facts.
Uncertainty creates shadows; communication creates light. It's natural to pull back when we don't have all the answers, but
the "wait and see" approach can be detrimental to keeping a confident and engaged team. Leaning into the facts and being
brave in transparency set the foundation for trust and teamwork. Remember that "any news" is better than "no news" for
employees. Now is the time to learn to be comfortable with being uncomfortable.
Pivot the pressure into a superpower. Defining the problem your business is actually facing when in crisis mode can be a
deceivingly challenging task. It can also be an opportunity for incredible clarity, innovation and diversification.
While you may need to briefly slow down your charge, have caution to not abandon or retreat from your vision and mission.
Instead, stay true to course by implementing adaptable and creative solutions that navigate back to your long-term goals.
All hands on deck. Stress the importance of getting through this crisis together. Make sure each person feels the value his or
her individual contribution provides to the greater whole. Set team expectations by clearly expressing what you will need from
your staff to get through the present situation.
Cut the jargon. Transparent communication is paramount, but were you actually understood? Breaking down complex terms
into digestible language empowers employees to feel they can make a difference, conveys a sense of empathy that retains
confidence and elevates the entire organization's business-level acumen. This is an opportunity to cultivate an even smarter
business from the ground up.

